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ALTO AVIATION introduces the new
ACAPELLA™ SERIES of amplifiers.
A flexible, versatile and outstanding audio system designed to be installed in
aircraft with or without existing CMS.
LEOMINSTER, MA. AUGUST 11, 2014.
Alto Aviation is pleased to announce the introduction of the new Acapella™ series of
amplifiers. At just over 2 lbs., the light weight Acapella™ series of amplifiers are
highly configurable, designed by ALTO Aviation engineers to seamlessly adapt and
serve the most demanding cabin audio needs. The Acapella™ series of amplifiers are
fully DO-160 tested, carry TSO- C139a certification and are available in several
versions that provide customized combinations of features, including:







4 X 40 Watts of high-efficiency.
Class-D audio amplifier output.
Support for up to 6 pairs of headphones.
Selection of up to 4 stereo inputs.
Full PA Page/chime functionality.
PA override input.

An integrated Digital Signal Processor contours the sound to provide the most
optimal, powerful audio fidelity with no distortion. Discrete logic inputs support
simple, flexible controls and facilitate easy installation.
The dual version of the amplifier expands the high power outputs to 8, and supports
up to 10 pairs of headphones. The unit can be paired with ALTO’s vast selection of
loudspeakers or new control panel modules for a complete Acapella™ - stand-aloneaudio system.
If you’d like more information or to schedule an interview with one of our ALTO
Aviation representatives, please contact Cristina Scarlata at 561-743-8600 /
cscarlata@altoaviation.com.

About ALTO Aviation
ALTO Aviation is the premium cabin audio system supplier in the industry, serving
customers worldwide. We are committed to research, design and develop new highend performance audio components, and we provide a level of superior service that
is second to none to our business aircraft customers.
Our years of experience in premium audio system development, as well as our
flexibility and attention to detail have put us in a unique position to provide the
highest audio technology to completion centers, business aircraft owners and
manufacturers with the highest quality audio systems and customer service
expertise.
Based in Leominster, MA. and Jupiter, FL., all our systems are proudly designed,
engineered and manufactured in the US.

Audio designed with your aircraft in mind™
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